2021 Odyssey vs.
2020 Sienna
2021 Honda Odyssey

2020 Toyota Sienna

2021 Honda Odyssey

2020 Toyota Sienna

(LX, EX, EX-L, Touring and Elite)

(L, LE, SE, SE Premium, XLE, XLE Premium,
Limited and Limited Premium)

Exterior

nope

Performance

Odyssey features an available hands-free access
power tailgate with programmable height

No Sienna offers a hands-free access
power tailgate

Bright LED headlights with auto-on/off are
standard on every Odyssey

LED headlights can’t be found on any Sienna

28

26

highway mpg rating1

Odyssey tops Sienna 2WD trims by 2 mpg in
EPA highway ratings (28 mpg vs. 26 mpg) and
edges the Toyota by 1 mpg in the combined
rating comparison (22 mpg vs. 21 mpg)

Interior

The 2WD Sienna’s lower EPA highway and
combined mpg ratings make Odyssey a
more appealing choice

Odyssey features an efficient multi-link rear
suspension with trailing arms and rear
stabilizer bar

Sienna trims feature a less sophisticated
twist-beam rear suspension

Odyssey has more legroom in every row
than Sienna (40.9/40.9/38.1 inches vs.
40.5/37.6/36.3 inches)

With over 3 inches less legroom for
passengers to stretch out in, the 2nd-row
Sienna doesn’t offer as much room to get
comfortable as Odyssey

158.0

150.0

cubic feet

Odyssey offers up to 158.0 cubic feet of
maximum cargo volume²

Comfort &
Convenience

highway mpg rating

cubic feet

Sienna doesn't quite match up with up to
8.0 cubic feet less max cargo volume (150.0)
than Odyssey

Odyssey EX and above have the handy
remote engine start feature

Remote engine start is not available on any
Sienna trim

Odyssey EX-L and above offer 4-way power
lumbar adjustment on the front passenger seat

No Sienna offers power lumbar adjustment on
the front passenger seat

2021 Odyssey vs. 2020 Sienna
2021 Honda Odyssey

2020 Toyota Sienna

(LX, EX, EX-L, Touring and Elite)

(L, LE, SE, SE Premium, XLE, XLE Premium,
Limited and Limited Premium)

Comfort &
Convenience

Safety &
Driver-Assistive

Value

nope
Every Odyssey comes with a rear seat reminder
feature that informs the driver that the rear
doors were opened at the beginning of the
drive—reminding the driver of possible rear-seat
passengers onboard

No Sienna offers this important feature that
helps prevent the driver from inadvertently
leaving children in the rear seats at the end
of a drive

Odyssey Touring and Elite feature CabinWatch®
to help the driver keep tabs on rear-seat
passengers

Sienna offers nothing like CabinWatch®
for monitoring rear-seat passengers

The HondaVAC® built-in vacuum is standard on
Odyssey Elite

No such feature is available on any Sienna
trims

Every Odyssey trim comes with a multi-angle
rearview camera³ offering three viewing angles
with guidelines

Only the Sienna Limited trim can provide more
than one view—but it’s limited to two

63%

*

50%

†

after 36 months

Historically, Odyssey has held its value better
than Sienna. For example, the 2020 Odyssey LX
is estimated to retain 63% of its value after 36
months (47% after 60 months), according to
ALG (Automotive Lease Guide)
*2020 Odyssey LX residual value, according to ALG as of 3/5/20

after 36 months

The 2020 Sienna L’s (FWD) value, on the other
hand, is only 50% after 36 months (37% after
60 months), much less than the comparable
Odyssey, according to ALG
†

2020 Sienna L (FWD) residual value, according to ALG as of 3/5/20

The Verdict: The Honda Odyssey is the clear winner here, outperforming Sienna
in most categories:
• More standard convenience features
• Better EPA highway and combined fuel-economy ratings¹
• Larger maximum cargo volume²
• Much higher residual value after 36 months and 60 months
of purchase
19 city/28 highway/22 combined mpg rating. Based on 2021 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and
maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other factors. 2 Based on SAE J1100 cargo volume measurement standard plus, where applicable, floor space between seating rows
and seats in their forward-most and upright position. 3 Always visually confirm that it is safe to drive before backing up; the rearview camera display does not provide complete
information about all conditions and objects at the rear of your vehicle.
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